By Gila Hayes,
Contributing Editor
North American Arms is the
undisputed leader of the miniature gun
market. In 1997, this Utah gun
manufacturer, famous for .22 caliber
mini-revolvers, introduced the "Guardian"
a direct blow-back operated
semi-automatic pistol, and a radical
addition to their product line. The
Guardian is a sturdy all-stainless steel gun
with a fixed barrel. It soon outclassed
other gun makers selling similar
Seecamp-like semi-autos. These miniature
.32 ACP handguns worked great as
back-up weapons or for extremely deep
concealment, despite their small caliber.
Realizing considerable success
with the .32 ACP Guardian, NAA went all
out to increase the power of their popular
little pistol. In 2001, a larger framed
Guardian was released in caliber .380
ACP. It is an excellent back-up gun; one
that I personally adopted with
considerable enthusiasm.
At a trade show a year later, Sandy
Chisholm, NAAs company president,
handed me a prototype of the smallest
bottleneck pistol cartridges I'd ever seen.
Bottleneck cartridges, though common to
rifles, are not unheard of in the pistol
world. The .357 Sig caliber, once
ridiculed as unnecessary, has gained
considerable popularity among
handgunners. None of this was lost on
NAA, and in their continuing pursuit of
more power for the Guardian, a small
bottleneck cartridge made a lot of sense.

Ammunition designers must strike the balance between
mass-the size and weight of the bullet, and velocity-how fast it
can be blasted down the barrel. Some theorize that big, heavy
bullets have greater stopping power against an assailant, while
others hold that lighter bullets, traveling at extreme velocities,
transfer more energy and thus cause greater damage as a means
to stop attack. NAA, consulting with ammunition expert Ed
Sanow who helped with the initial design, followed the light
bullet! high velocity principle.
Extreme velocity is hard to achieve in a short, 2-1!2-inch
barrel, like the Guardian's. Most hollowpoint ammunition is
designed for optimum performance from a four or five inch
barrel, depending on how quickly the powder burns to get the
bullet up to maximum speed before it leaves the barrel.
The .32 NAA breaks into supersonic velocities, which
bodes well for hollowpoint expansion. We chronographed the

Slow fire group from 15 yard line,
shot with .32 NAA Guardian

Cor-Bon 60-grain .32 NAA hollow points at our training facility, The Firearms Academy of Seattle. Velocities
recorded were 1201, 1207, 1156, 1210 and 1220, for an average of 1199 fps. This compared to average
velocities of 926 fps from .380 ACP Federal HydraShok ammunition fired from an NAA Guardian; 795 fps
with .32 ACP Winchester SilverTips fired from a .32 ACP Guardian and an average of 900 fps for .32 H&R
Magnum cartridges fired from a snub-nosed revolver.

The .32 NAA cartridge is based on a .380 case, tapered
at the top to crimp a .32 caliber bullet in place. Bullet
performance was finetuned by the famous Hornady bullet
company, creating a proprietary projectile for the .32 NAA.
Building on Sanow and NAA's concept, Cor-Bon Ammunition
did the final development before they released the new .32 NAA
cartridge under the Cor-Bon name. In February of 2003, the new
cartridge won SAAMI (Sporting Arms and Ammunition
Manufacturers' Institute) approval, making it considerably more
attractive to the big ammunition companies.
It is common knowledge among shooters that powerful
ammunition in tiny firearms produces intense recoil, sometimes
rendering the gun nearly unmanageable in rapid fire. Would this
be the case with the .32 NAA?
I confess that my first shots through the .32 NAA were
quite unpleasant. In December, researching a different mini-gun
article, I fired about 50 rounds through the new Guardian. It
hurt! At the time, I would have done almost anything to avoid
further shooting with it.

Recoil glove buffered the jolt of the
hot little .32 NAA

In February; when I revisited the
new .32 NAA in preparation to write this
review, I began the evaluation session
wearing a shooting glove, and using the
71-grain full metal jacket target load from
Cor-Bon Ammunition.
Cheered by reasonably comfortable
shooting, I moved up to the hollowpoint
self-defense load. Still wearing the PAST
shooting glove, I found the Guardian
capable of dumping five rounds of the
hotter defense ammo into the target in 3.48
seconds. The group was six inches across,
about the same size as a 3.22 second
five-shot group made with the gentler
target rounds. Shooting from the 10-yard
line, I concluded that the recoil and muzzle
rise indeed are manageable, since actual
defensive shooting would probably begin
much closer.
About half way through the
afternoon, I added a bandage to my trigger
finger to cushion the recoil that jolts
through the trigger when the shot
discharges. With the bandage and shooting
glove, I was able to shoot about 70 rounds
NAA Guardian is a simple stainless steel pistol that of target ammunition and another 15 of the
disassembles into three basic elements for cleaning more powerful hollowpoints to evaluate
accuracy and controllability.
and maintenance.
Like many pocket pistols, the Guardian's sights are
little more than an afterthought. Still, from the 15-yard line,
the stock .32 NAA Guardian reliably gave four-inch slow fire
groups. My older .380 Guardian was upgraded in the NAA
Custom shop with Novak night sights dovetailed to the slide.
The improvement is tremendous. The stock .32 NAA
Guardian seemed better suited to multiple target drills on
8-inch falling plates. Here it became more useful to aim the
overall shape of the slide at the plate and worry more about
making a smooth trigger compression.
The Guardian's long, 12-pound trigger pull, coupled
with its very small frame, is a blueprint for a challenging
trigger. The gun is so small that it is easy to place the trigger
finger too far across the trigger and run out of range of
motion before the trigger stroke is completed, though
installing NAAs wider wood grip panels is a good preventive
measure. I discussed trigger jobs with NAA General Manager
Ken Friel, who advised that dropping pull weights too far

The little Guardian pistol almost
disappears in the two-handed grip.

below 10 pounds isn't a good idea. "Though we could get
the pull down to about 6 pounds, it affects reliability," he
stressed. Instead, the company works hard to give all the
Guardians they ship the smoothest possible pull,
knowing that the heavier trigger assures that each round
that comes under the hammer should go off when the
shooter pulls the trigger.
The long pull of the Guardian's
double-action-only trigger contributes to the safety of a
gun that may be carried in a pocket holster, an ankle
holster, or deep in a waistband. North American Arms
sells a variety of functional holsters for the tiny
Guardian. Their neoprene cuff ankle holster carries the
tiny Guardian in one of the few combinations women
can carry on the ankle without risk of detection. The
pocket holster sold makes the gun's outline look like a
wallet in the pocket, as well as stabilizing the gun so it
doesn't move out of drawing position. Their thin Bell
Charter Oaks clip IWB (inside the waistband) holster
wears effortlessly in an appendix position for a gun that
is unlikely to be detected.

Firm grip helps keep sights aligned
throughout the Guardian’s stiff double
action only trigger pull.

North American Arms has never promoted the Guardian as a gun for all uses, a corporate sensibility that
earns my respect. They suggest that the Guardian is perfect as a second, back-up gun for law enforcement and
for concealed carry by licensed private citizens.
In my opinion, the heavy trigger, minimal design and small dimensions render the Guardian unsuited to
beginners or students participating in multi-day, high round-count training. Like many pocket guns the
Guardian does not have a slide lock, nor does the action lock open on an empty magazine, so proving the gun
empty takes more effort. This lack becomes truly evident when clearing malfunctions, where a slide lock really
eases the awful job. I suffered two jams while testing the .32 NAA, due in all likelihood to running the
miniature gun dirty. After break-in, my .380 Guardian has never malfunctioned, so I expect the same reliability
in a clean, broken in .32 NAA.
Beyond training concerns, an already skilled shooter is quite capable of mastering the little gun, as well
as practicing to remain familiar with its demands. I find left-handed shooting with the Guardian extremely
challenging, though with determination and effort I can squeeze out a string of multiple shots. If limited to
carrying the Guardian primarily for self-defense, left-handed dry fire to overcome that impediment would
become an immediate goal. The little gun is certainly left-handed friendly, with no manual safety to be
disengaged before shooting.
North American Arms' Guardians are fabulous second guns. I would not like to be without my .380
version. If choosing between the various calibers, I would try to find Guardians in .32 ACP, .380 ACP and .32
NAA at a rental range and draw conclusions based on individual response to the recoil.
The real bottom line will be less painful. NAA sells these sturdy minis for a suggested retail price of
$449.
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